Key Points & Take-Aways

- This webinar will show you **how to navigate the Chicago CoC Slack Channel**, how to share and access information, and where to go to ask or answer questions.
  - In the **#provider-questions** channel, you are welcome to ask questions as well as answer them if you know the answer.
  - In the **#resources** channel, you can share the resources you're aware of. Every few days, All Chicago staff clean up this thread. We move resources from new posts into a compiled Resources document. The information is not gone. Check the Resources document for a list of resources.
  - The **#covid-19-response** channel is an open forum where you can share any relevant updates for the community related to COVID-19. Please be mindful and post appropriately.
  - The **#announcements** channel is where you can find information about motions, orders and policy changes on a federal, state and local level. Anyone can view this information but only All Chicago staff can post, in order to keep this channel to specific information. There is an **FAQ document** posted to this channel that is updated periodically by All Chicago staff and contains a lot of important information.
  - The **#webinar-summaries** channel is where you can go to find materials (summaries, Power Point Slides, recordings, handouts, etc.) from webinars that have been viewed or facilitated by All Chicago. Anyone can view this information but only All Chicago staff can post here.

- You can use the **Direct messages** feature in slack to find or start a conversation. You can upload files in a message and use @ to get someone’s attention.

- For assistance with Slack, reach out to **Jonathan Beavis** ([ibeavis@allchicago.org](mailto:ibeavis@allchicago.org)) or **Denise Pikes** ([dpikes@allchicago.org](mailto:dpikes@allchicago.org)).